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We study the problem of learning an unknown language given a teacher which can only 
answer equivalence queries. The teacher presenting a language L can test (in unit time) 
whether a conjectured language L’ is equal to L and, if L’ # L, provide a counterexample (i.e., 
a string in the symmetric difference of L and L’). It has recently been shown that the family 
of regular languages and the family of pattern languages are not learnable in polynomial time 
under this protocol. We consider the learnability of subfamilies of regular languages. It is 
shown that the problem of learning a subfamily of regular languages can be reduced to the 
problem of learning its finite members. Using this reduction, we show that the family of 
k-bounded regular languages is learnable in polynomial time. We investigate how a partial 
ordering on counterexamples affects the learnability of the family of regular languages and the 
family of pattern languages. Two partial orderings are considered: ordering by length and 
lexicographical ordering. We show that the first ordering on counterexamples does not reduce 
the complexity of learning the family of regular languages. In contrast, the family of pattern 
languages is learnable in polynomial time if the teacher always provides counterexamples of 
minimal length and the family of regular languages is learnable in polynomial time if the 
teacher always provides the lexicographically first counterexamples. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge acquisition is modeled as a concept learning process in which a 
student (i.e., learning algorithm, or learner) acquires a concept under the super- 
vision of a teacher possessing knowledge of the concept to be learned [3,4, 111. 
The student can ask queries of certain types and the teacher correctly answers them. 
For a given family of concepts, it is important that the set of queries available to 
a student is adequate; i.e., the student should be able to learn any concept in the 
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family in polynomial time by asking the queries in the set. It is also desirable that 
the set of queries is minimal; i.e., each query is necessary in order for a student to 
learn the concepts in polynomial time. The existence of redundant queries not only 
adds complexity to the implementation of the teacher in practice, but may make the 
key elements in learning the concepts hard to see. 
The concepts considered in this paper are some families of formal languages. 
Angluin showed that, with the help of the minimally adequate teacher, any unknown 
regular language L can be learned in time polynomial in the size of the canonical 
acceptor of L and the maximum length of the counterexamples provided by the 
teacher [4], (This result was generalized to the family of deterministic one-counter 
languages in [6].) The minimally adequate teacher presenting an unknown regular 
language L can answer two types of queries: (i) the membership query; i.e., given 
a string x, is x in L? and (ii) the equivalence query; i.e., given a regular language 
L’ represented as some deterministic finite acceptor (DFA), is L’ equal to L? If the 
answer to an equivalence query is no, the teacher also provides a counterexample, 
i.e., a string in the symmetric difference of L and L’. Clearly, there is no way to 
learn an unknown regular language by using only membership queries. It has 
recently been shown that the family of regular languages is not learnable in polyno- 
mial time using only equivalence queries [S]. 
In this paper, we consider the learnability of subfamilies of regular languages 
using only equivalence queries. The following definition is adapted from [S]. Let F 
be a subfamily of regular languages. An algorithm ST is a p(n, m)-time learning 
algorithm for F using equivalence queries if for any L E F, when ST is run with a 
teacher to answer equivalence queries for L, it halts and outputs the canonical 
acceptor of L. Moreover, at any point during the run, the time used by ST to that 
point is bounded by p(n, m), where n is the size of the canonical acceptor of L and 
m is the length of the longest counterexample provided by the teacher to that point. 
F is learnable in time polynomial in n and m using equivalence queries if there exists 
a p(n, m)-time learning algorithm for F using equivalence queries for some polyno- 
mial p(n, m). We show that, for any subfamily of regular languages closed under 
intersection with finite languages, the problem of learning the subfamily can be 
reduced to the problem of learning its finite members (i.e., members that are finite 
sets of strings). Using this reduction, it is easy to show that the family of k-bounded 
regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in n and m using equivalence 
queries. (A language is k-bounded if it is a subset of w : w: . . . wf for some nonnull 
strings w1 , w2, . . . . wk.) 
Generally, the running time of a learning algorithm that uses equivalence and 
prossibly some other types of queries is a function of both n and m The parameters 
n and m are independent and, in some cases, m may be exponential in n. One reason 
that m does not depend on n is that, if there is more than one counterexample to 
an incorrect conjecture, the teacher can choose any one of the counterexamples. 
One may define a teacher that always provides counterexamples of minimal length 
as an “efficient” teacher. We want a “good” polynomial-time learning algorithm to 
be respondent to the efficiency of the teacher; i.e., if the teacher always provides 
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counterexamples of minimal length, then the running time of the algorithm (thus, 
also m) should be polynomial in n. We call such good algorithms stable. For exam- 
ple the algorithms given in [4,6] for learning regular languages and deterministic 
one-counter languages are all stable. Note that the learning algorithm does not 
know if the teacher is efficient or not. We show that if a subfamily of regular 
languages closed under intersection with finite languages is learnable in time 
polynomial in n and m using equivalence queries, then it is learnable via a stable 
algorithm in time polynomial in n and m using equivalence queries. 
In the process of learning, when the student asks an equivalence query for an 
incorrectly conjectured language, there may be more than one counterexample and, 
according to the original definition of an equivalence query, any of these counter- 
examples could be chosen as the answer to the query. It is natural to consider the 
case when there is a partial ordering on the counterexamples; i.e., the teacher 
always gives a minimal counterexample according to the partial ordering as the 
answer to an equivalence query. We consider two partial orderings: ordering by 
length and lexicographical ordering. We show that: (i) the first partial ordering on 
counterexamples does not reduce the complexity of learning regular languages; i.e., 
the family of regular languages is not learnable in time polynomial in n even if the 
teacher always provides counterexamples of minimal length; (ii) the family of 
regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in n using equivalence queries if 
the teacher always provides the lexicographically first counterexamples. Since we 
can show that for a wide range of families of languages the lexicographically first 
string in the symmetric difference of two members of a family can be found in poly- 
nomial time, the imposition that the teacher always provides counterexamples 
according to one of these partial orderings is practically feasible. 
The family of pattern languages was introduced in [ 11. Informally, a pattern is 
a string of constant symbols and variables. The language generated by a pattern is 
the set of strings obtained by substituting nonnull strings of constant symbols for 
the variables. It is known that the family of pattern languages is incomparable with 
the family of regular languages and the family of context-free languages Cl]. In 
[3], it was shown that the problem of learning the family of pattern languages 
using membership and equivalence queries requires time exponential in n, where n 
denotes the length of the pattern. We show, however, that the family of pattern 
languages is learnable in time polynomial in n using only equivalence queries 
provided the teacher always gives counterexamples of minimal length. Other results 
concerning learning pattern languages from examples and queries can be found in 
[3, 8,9]. It was shown that many patterns can be learned in polynomial time if 
good initial examples are provided [9]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts in the theory of 
automata and formal languages (see, for example, [7]). Let ,Z denote an ordered 
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finite alphabet. Let E denote the null string, xy denote the concatenation of 
strings x and y, and 1x1 denote the length of x. Z;’ ‘j = {x ) x E Z* and i < 1x1 <j} 
is the set of all strings of lengths i through j. For convenience, let C’: - 1 be the 
empty set 0, for any i. 2” ’ is also denoted by 27. Let Si @ S2 stand for the 
symmetric difference of two sets S1 and S2, i.e., those elements that are in S, 
or Sz but not both. The cardinality of a set S is also denoted by JSJ. The lexico- 
graphical ordering relation (also denoted by < ) on C* is defined as follows. 
Let x=x1 “.x,. and y=y, . . . y, be two strings in 2 *. Then x<y if (i) r< t or 
(ii) r = t and there exists an s such that 1 <s < t, xi=yi for i= 1, . . . . s - 1, and 
Xs<Ys* 
A deterministic finite acceptor (DFA) A is a 5-tuple (Q, C, 6, qO, F), where Q is 
a finite set of states, Z is the input alphabet, q,, E Q is the initial state, Fc Q is the 
set of accepting states, and 6 is the transition function mapping Q x 2 to Q. The 
transition from state p to q on symbol a (i.e., 807, a) = q) is denoted by the triple 
(p, a, q). We extend 6 in a usual way to a map from Q x Z* to Q as follows: 
6(q, E) = q and S(q, xy) = 6(&q, x), y), for all q in Q and x, y in X*. For a given string 
x=x1 ‘.‘Xt, the sequence of transitions (qO, x1, ql), . . . . (qrB1, xI, q,) is called the 
path of A on x and is denoted by q,,x,ql ...q,-lx,ql. The size of A is IQI. The 
language accepted by A, denote by L(A), is the set of strings x such that 
6(q,, x) E F. A regular language is a subset of C* that is accepted by some DFA. 
A finite language is a finite subset of C *. If L is a regular language, then the 
smallest DFA accepting L is unique up to isomorphism. This DFA is called the 
canonical acceptor of L. 
Let A = (Q, C, 6, qO, F) be a DFA. A state q is said to be live if there exist strings 
x, y in Z* such that 6(q,, x) = q and xy L(A). A state that is not live is called dead. 
A witness of a live state q is any string x such that 6(q,,, x) = q. The lexicographi- 
tally first witness of a live state q is called the canonical witness of q and is denoted 
by cw(q). We say that string x distinguishes states p and q if 6(p, x) E F or 
6(q, x) E F but not both. Two states p and q are equivalent if there does not exist 
any string that distinguishes p and q. States p and q are inequivalent if they are not 
equivalent. For each q E Q, define L(A, q) = (x I x E Z*, 6(q, x) E F). Clearly, two 
states p and q are equivalent if and only if L(A, p) = L(A, q). It is known that any 
two distinct states of a canonical acceptor are inequivalent and, if the DFA is of 
size n, then they are distinguished by some string of length <n. It is easy to see that 
a canonical acceptor has at most one dead state. 
Let L be a regular language and A be its canonical acceptor. A live-complete set 
for L is any finite subset of Z* that contains at least one witness for each live state 
of A. Note that the set of canonical witnesses of all live states of A is a live-complete 
set for L. 
This paper considers three types of equivalence queries. These queries differ 
in the way that a counterexample is provided. Let EQUZVA (A for arbitrary), 
EQUIPS (S for shortest), and EQUIVLF (LF for lexicographically first) denote 
the queries. Let L be the language to be learned and L’ be a conjectured language, 
then 
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EQUZVA(L') = yes
a string in L @ L’ 
if L’=L 
otherwise 
EQ UZVS( L’ ) = yes 
a shortest string in L @ L’ 
if L’=L 
otherwise 
EQUZVLF( L’) = yes 
if L’=L 
the lexicographically first string in L @ L’ otherwise 
We assume that L’ is represented as some DFA for learning regular languages or 
represented as some pattern for learning pattern languages. 
3. A REDUCTION TO FINITE LANGUAGES 
In this section, we consider the learnability of subfamilies of regular languages 
using EQUZVA queries. From now on, by a subfamily of regular languages we 
mean a subfamily regular languages closed under intersection with finite languages. 
We show that if there exists a (stable) polynomial-time algorithm for learning the 
finite members of a subfamily of regular languages, then there exists a (stable) 
polynomial-time algorithm for learning the subfamily. 
Let C be a fixed ordered alphabet. We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be an unknown regular language. Supppose that the canonical 
acceptor A = (Q, z, 6, go, F) of L is of size n. Let t be an integer such that t > 2n - 1 
and A’ = (Q’, z, 6’, qb, F’) be a DFA of size n’ accepting the language L’ = L n E” ’ ‘. 
Then, given t and A’, we can construct A in time polynomial in n’. 
Proof Let CW= (cw(q’) ) q’E Q’ is live, Icw(q’)[ < Lt/2_1}. First, we show that 
CW is a live-complete set for L. 
Suppose that CW is not a live-complete set for L. Then there exists a live state 
q E Q such that cw(q) $ C W. Clearly, Icw(q)l <n - 1. Since q is live, there is a string 
x of length <n - 1 such that cw(q) XE L. Since t 22n - 1, cw(q) XE L’. Thus, 
q’ = 6’(qb, cw(q)) is a live state of A’. Since cw(q) is a witness of q’ and cw(q) $ CW, 
cw(q’) c cw(q). Let p = 6(q,, cw(q’)). Since p # q, there exists a string y of length 
<n - 1 that distinguishes p and q; i.e., cw(q’) y E L and cw(q) y # L or vice versa. 
This is a contradiction, because 6’ (qb, cw(q)) = 6’(qb, cw(q’)) = q’ and L’ agrees 
with L on strings of length <2n - 1. Hence, CW is a live-complete set for L. 
It is easy to show that ICWl < IQ’1 = n’ and CW can be constructed in time poly- 
nomial in n’ by using an algorithm similar to the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. 
In [Z], it was shown that given a live-complete set P for L, A can be constructed 
in time polynomial in IPI using membership queries. Moreover, the maximum 
length of the strings that need to be queried in the construction is <m, + n, where 
mp is the maximum length of the strings in P. Now, given CW as the live-complete 
set for L, the maximum length of the strings that need to be queried for 
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constructing A is Lt/2 J + n < t. Since L’ agrees with L on strings of length < t, all 
the membership queries needed for constructing A can be answered by testing 
whether the queried strings are in L’. Thus, A can be constructed in time polyno- 
mial in n’ if M’ is given. 1 
The lower bound on t in Lemma 1 is optimal, since for each s > 1, the languages 
{OS-‘} and {O”P’ 1 i>, l> are accepted by DFAs of size s and they agree on all 
strings of length d 2s - 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a subfamily of regular languages and F’ be the set of finite 
members of F. If F’ is learnable via a (stable) algorithm in time polynomial in n and 
m using EQUIVA queries, then F is also learnable via a (stable) algorithm in time 
polynomial in n and m using EQUIVA queries. 
Proof: Suppose that there exists an algorithm ST, that can learn any language 
in F’ in time polynomial in n and m using EQUZVA queries. We construct an 
algorithm ST, which can learn any language in F in time polynomial in n and m 
using EQUIVA queries. 
Suppose that LE F is the unknown language to be learned. ST, does the 
following two things in a round-robin fashion until the answer to some EQUIVA 
query is yes. 
(i) Systematically generate all DFAs and for each DFA A generated, ask an 
EQ UZVA query for L(A). 
(ii) Simulate ST, and for each language L, (represent as DFA A,) conjec- 
tured by ST,, construct a DFA A2 accepting L, n 2’ “- ‘, where r is the 
length of the counterexample provided as the answer to the query for L1. 
Construct a DFA A from r - 1 and A, using the algorithm given in 
Lemma 1. Ask an EQUZVA query for L(A). If the answer is yes, halt. 
Otherwise, ignore the counterexample and continue the simulation of ST, 
(from where it was interrupted). 
It is easy to see that ST2 is guaranteed to halt by the dovetailing of step (i). Sup- 
pose that ST, is of time complexity of P(n, m) and P(n, m) is increasing in both n 
and m. Let n be the size of the canonical acceptor of L and m be the maximum 
length of the counterexamples provided by the teacher after t steps of ST*. Let tl 
be the time used by ST, so far in simulating ST1 . We show that t, < P(n(m + 1 ), m). 
Suppose tI > P(n(m + 1 ), m) Since L’ = L n Co ’ m E F’ agrees with L on strings of 
length <rn and the canonical acceptor of L’ is of size <n(m + 1 ), ST2 must ask an 
EQUZVA query for L’ within P(n(m + l), m) time in the simulation of ST,. Since 
t, > P(n(m + l), m), L’ f L and a counterexample of length >m is provided after 
the query for L’. This contradicts the assumption that m is the maximum length of 
the counterexamples so far. Thus, t, < P(n(m + l), m). 
Each DFA AI constructed by ST, in the simulation of ST, is of size < t,. Each 
DFA A, obtained from some A, is of size < tl(m + 1) and can be constructed in 
O(t I(m + 1)) time. Since ST, makes at most t, calls to the algorithm given in 
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Lemma 1 and each call takes time polynomial in t ,(m + 1 ), t is polynomial in t, 
and m. Thus, ST, runs in time polynomial in n and m. 
Now, suppose that ST, is stable. We show that ST, is also stable. Suppose that 
the counterexamples provided by the teacher are of minimal length in learning L. 
From the above discussion, it suffices to show that the total time T, used by ST, 
in simulating ST, is d P(2n2, 2n - 1). 
Suppose that T, > P(2n2, 2n - 1). It is easy to see that, in the simulation of ST,, 
ST, must ask an EQUZVA query for some language LI within P(2n2, 2n - 1) time 
such that a counterexample x1 of length > 2n - 1 is provided by the teacher. Let 
I~ = 1x,1. Then LnE”“l-‘=L, nC”“‘-‘. Thus, after the query for L1, a DFA A, 
accepting L n z ” r1 - ’ is constructed by ST,. Since rl - 1 2 2n - 1, ST, constructs 
the correct canonical acceptor of L from y1 - 1 and A, using the algorithm given 
in Lemma 1 and halts after asking an EQUZVA query for L. This contradicts the 
assumption that T, > P(2n2, 2n - 1). 
Hence, ST, is stable if ST, is stable. 1 
Note that if the second part in the construction of ST, is replaced by: (ii) Faith- 
fully simulate ST,, it is not hard to show that ST, can still learn any language in 
F in time polynomial in n and m. But then ST, is not stable, regardless of whether 
or not ST1 is stable. 
The next theorem shows that if a subfamily of finite languages is learnable in time 
polynomial in n and m using EQUZVA queries, then it is learnable in time polyno- 
mial in n using EQUZVA queries. The idea is to force the teacher to provide 
counterexamples of minimal length in learning a finite language. Note that, since 
the target languages used in [S] are finite languages (in fact, each of them is a 
subset of 2’ for some i 3 0), the family of finite languages is not learnable in time 
polynomial in n and m. 
THEOREM 2. Let F be a subfamily of finite languages. Zf F is learnable in time 
T(n, m) using EQUZVA queries, then it is learnable in time O(nT2(n, n)) using 
EQ UZVA queries. 
ProoJ Suppose that F is learnable in time T(n, m) via an algorithm ST1 using 
EQUZVA queries. Without loss of generality, assume T(n, m) > n. We construct an 
algorithm ST, that can learn any language in Fin time 2nT*(n, n) using EQUZVA 
queries. Let L be the target language to be learned, n be the size of the canonical 
acceptor of L, and t be the maximum length of the strings in L. For convenience, 
let t = - 1 if L is empty. Clearly, - 1 < t < IZ - 2. The computation of ST, has at 
most t + 2 phases. ST2 starts with phase - 1 and halts in phase t. 
In phase i, ST, faithfully simulates ST, until ST, makes a conjecture. When ST, 
makes a conjecture L’ (represented as DFA A’), ST2 constructs a DFA A, accepting 
Li = L’ n Co ’ i and asks an EQUZVA query for Li. (Since F is closed under inter- 
section with finite languages, Lip F.) If the answer is yes, it halts. Otherwise if the 
counterexample provided by the teacher is of length <i, then ST2 continues phase 
i (i.e., faithfully simulates the operations of ST, after getting this counterexample 
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until ST, makes a conjecture again). If the counterexample is of length j and j > i, 
ST, starts phase j by constructing a DFA Aj accepting Lj = L’ n Co ‘j and asking an 
EQUZVA query for Lj. 
The maximum length of the counterexamples provided by the teacher is t. The 
time used by ST, in simulating ST, is T(n, t). Each A’ constructed in the simulation 
of ST, is of size at most r(n, t). It takes (i+ 1) T(n, t)< (t+ 1) T(n, t) time to 
construct an Ai and this kind of construction is needed for at most T(n, t) + t + 1 
times. Thus, the running time of ST, is (T(n, t) + t + l)(t + 1) T(n, t) 6 
nT2(n, n) + n2T(n, n) 6 2nP(n, n). [ 
From Theorems 1 and 2, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Zf a subfamily F of regular languages is learnable in time polyno- 
mial in n and m using EQUZVA queries, then F is learnable via a stable algorithm in 
time polynomial in n and m using EQUZVA queries. 
Proof Suppose that F is learnable in time polynomial in n and m using 
EQUZVA queries. Let F’ be the set of finite members of F. Then F’ is learnable in 
time polynomial in n and m using EQUZVA queries. By Theorem 2, F’ is learnable 
in time polynomial in n using EQUZVA queries. Thus, from Theorem 1, F is 
learnable via a stable algorithm in time polynomial in n and m using EQUZVA 
queries. m 
From now on, for the family of regular languages (and its subfamilies), by 
“learnable” we mean “learnable via a stable algorithm.” 
COROLLARY 2. A subfamily of regular languages is learnable in time polynomial 
in n and m using EQUZVA queries if and only if the set of its finite members is 
learnable in time polynomial in n using EQUZVA queries. 
Let k be a fixed positive integer. A language L is k-bounded if there exist nonnull 
strings wl, . . . . wk such that LzwT...wX= {w?...wt 1 i , , . . . . ik 2 O}. We show that 
the family of k-bounded regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in n and 
m using EQUZVA queries. Clearly, the family of k-bounded regular languages is 
closed under intersection with finite languages. 
THEOREM 3. The family of k-bounded regular languages is learnable in time 
polynomial in n and m using EQUZVA queries. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the family of k-bounded finite languages is 
learnable in time polynomial in n, since the theorem then follows from Corollary 2. 
Let Lzw: .. . wz be the k-bounded finite language to be learned and n be the 
size of the canonical acceptor of L. First, we show that JLI < nk. If L is empty, then 
the proof is trivial. Suppose L is not empty. Let t be the maximum length of the 
strings in L. Clearly, t < n - 1. The strings in L are of the form w:” ... wt, where 
zr ,..., ik>O. Since Iwi( ,..., Iw,l>l, i, ,..., i,<t.Thus, JLIG(t+l)kGnk. 
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L can be learned using EQUlV.4 queries as follows. First, construct a DFA A, 
accepting the empty set $3 and ask an EQUIVA querie for 0. If the answer is yes, 
halt (L = 0). Otherwise, let x1 be the counterexample provided by the teacher. 
Clearly, x1 E L. Construct a DFA A, accepting {x1} and ask an EQUZVA query for 
{xi }. If the answer is yes, halt (L = (x1 } ). Otherwise, let x2 be the counterexample 
provided by the teacher. Then x2 #x1, and x2 is also in L. Construct a DFA A, 
accepting {x,, x2} and ask an EQUZVA query for {x1, x2} ,.... 
It takes at most O(t(LI) time to construct a DFA accepting a subset of L. Thus, 
L can be learned in time Cl(tlLl*) = O(nzk+‘). 1 
4. ORDERING THE COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In this section, we consider the learnability of the family of regular languages 
when EQUIVS or EQUIVLF queries are available to the student. Again, let C be 
a fixed ordered alphabet. From Corollary 1, we know that if the family of regular 
languages is learnable in time polynomial in n and m using EQUIVS (or 
EQUZVLF) queries, then it is learnable in time polynomial in n using the same type 
of queries. Thus, the time complexity of an algorithm using EQUZVS (or 
EQUZVLF) queries can be defined as a function of n. Also, it is easy to see that 
Corollary 2 holds for EQUIVS and EQUIVLF queries; i.e., the family of regular 
languages is learnable in time polynomial in n using EQUIVS (EQUIVLF) queries 
if and only if the family of finite languages is learnable in time polynomial in n 
using the same type of queries. We show that (i) the family of regular languages is 
not learnable in time polynomial in n using EQUZVS queries; (ii) the family of 
regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in n using EQUZVLF queries. 
A fixed-length language is a subset of C’ for some i > 0. 
THEOREM 4. The family of regular languages is not learnable in time polynomial 
in n using EQUIVS queries. 
Proof: From [S], we know that the family of fixed-length languages is not 
learnable in time polynomial in n and m using EQUIVA queries. Thus, it suffices 
to show that if the family of regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in 
n using EQUIVS queries, then the family of fixed-length languages is learnable in 
time polynomial in n using EQUZVA queries (which is a contradiction to the 
known fact). 
Suppose that the family of regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in 
n via an algorithm ST, using EQUIVS queries. We construct an algorithm ST, that 
can learn any unknown fixed-length language in time polynomial in n using 
EQUIVA queries. Let L be the fixed-length language to be learned, n be the size of 
the canonical acceptor of L, and t be the maximum length of the strings in L (if 
L is not empty). 
ST, first constructs a DFA A, accepting the empty set 0 and asks an EQUZVA 
query for 0. If the answer is yes, ST2 halts (L = 0). Otherwise, let x be the 
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counterexample provided by the teacher. Clearly, 1x1 = t. Then ST2 simulates ST, 
until it asks an EQU1KS query for some language L, (represented as DFA A 1). ST, 
constructs a DFA A2 accepting L, = L1 n Z’ and asks an EQUZVA query for Lz. 
If the answer is yes, it halts (L = L,). Otherwise, let x, be the counterexample. Let 
x2 be any shortest string in {x1 ) u (L, n Z”‘- ‘). ST, assumes that x2 is the counter- 
example (to the conjecture L,) provided in the computation of ST, and simulates 
the operations of ST, after getting this counterexample until it asks an EQUZVS 
query again. m 
We now proceed to show that the family of regular languages is learnable in time 
polynomial in n using EQUZVLF queries. The proof hinges on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Zf the family of fixed-length languages is learnable in time polynomial 
in n using EQ UZVLF queries, then the family of finite languages is learnable in time 
polynomial in n using EQUZVLF queries. 
Proof: Let # be a symbol not in C and Z, = C u { # }. Assume a < # for all 
acC. Suppose that there exists an algorithm ST, that can learn any unknown 
fixed-length language on C, in time polynomial in n using EQUZVLF queries. We 
construct an algorithm ST, that can learn any unknown finite language on Z in 
time polynomial in n using EQUZVLF queries. Suppose that L CC* is the finite 
language to be learned and n is the size of the canonical acceptor of L. Let t be the 
maximum length of strings in L. For convenience, let t = 0 if L is empty. Define 
L’= {x# 1--(x’ 1 XE L}. 
The idea is for ST, to simulate the operations of ST, in learning L’. (It is clear 
that we can easily get the canonical acceptor of L from the canonical acceptor 
of L’.) There are only two problems: (i) the teacher presents L instead of L’; 
(ii) initially, t is unknown. 
The first problem can be resolved as follows. Suppose that ST, makes a con- 
jecture L, (represented as DFA A,) in the process of learning L’. Instead of 
asking an EQUZVLF query for L, , ST, constructs a DFA A, accepting L2 = 
{x 1 xEz*, 1x1 d t, x#f-‘x’ ELM} and asks an EQUZVLF query for Lz. (If t is 
known, then A, can be easily obtained from A, .) If the answer is yes, then it halts 
(L = L,). Otherwise, let the counterexample provided by the teacher be xi. Let x2 
be the lexicographically first string in {x~#~-~~~‘} u(L, nC’:“-‘)u (L,-C*# *). 
ST2 then assumes that x2 is the counterexample (to the conjecture L,) provided in 
the computation of ST, and simulates the operations of ST, after getting this counter- 
example until it makes a conjecture again. 
Now t is unknown at the beginning. We can modify the above construction as 
follows. The computation of ST, consists of at most t + 2 phases: phases - 1, 0, . . . . t. 
In phase i, ST, assumes that the maximum length of strings in L is i and simulates 
the operations of ST, in learning L’ using the above procedure with the following 
modification. Suppose that ST, asks an EQUZVLF query for some language L2 
(represented as DFA A2) and the teacher provides a counterexample x2. There are 
two cases: (i) Ix21 <i or (ii) lx21 > i. If lx21 <i, ST, follows the above procedure 
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(i.e., it assumes that x3 = x2 # i- IXzi is the counterexample provided in the computa- 
tion of ST1 and continues to simulate ST,). If lx11 > i, ST, abandons the current 
simulation of ST, and enters phase [x21. It assumes that 1x2( is the maximum length 
of the strings in L and starts the simulation of ST, over again. 
Since ST, runs in time polynomial in n, it is easy io see that ST2 runs in time 
polynomial in n. 1 
LEMMA 3. The family of fixed-length languages is learnable in time polynomial in 
n using EQUIVLF queries. 
Proof: We construct an algorithm ST that can learn any unknown fixed-length 
language in time polynomial in n using EQUIVLF queries. Without loss of 
generality, assume C = { 0, 1 }. Let L be the fixed-length language to be learned and 
t be 1 + the length of the strings in L (if L is not empty). Let A = (Q, C, 6, ql,l, ql,l) 
be the canonical acceptor of L and n = IQ/. Since L G C’, the network obtained 
from A by removing the dead state (and the arcs incident to it) must be a “t-stage 
network.” That is, the live states of A can be divided into stages 1 through t such 
that, each transition among the live states is from a state at stage i to another state 
at stage i + 1 for some i, 1 < i Q t - 1. The loop transitions only occur at the dead 
state. In the following, qi,i will denote a state at stage i. Clearly, Icw(qi,j)l = i- 1 for 
each state qi,j at stage i, 1 d i < t. Let d be the dead state of A. 
ST uses a DFA A, =(Q,, 2, 6i, q,,l, qr,l) to “approach” A. It also uses a 
marking function to mark the transitions that are known to be “correct.” The basic 
idea is as follows. Suppose L(A,) # L. Let x=x,x2 . . . x, _ I be the lexicographically 
first string in L@ L(A,). Let q be a state of A, and a EC be a symbol such 
that cdq) a < x~x~~~~x~,,(~~~+~. Then L(A,, d,(q, a)) = LM 4ql,,, 4q)a)). 
Intuitively, this means that the state 6, (q, a) of A, can be identified with the state 
@cl,, 1 P w(q) a) of A. Thus, the transition (q, a, 6, (q, a)) and all transitions 
reachable from the state 6, (q, a) are correct and need not be modified later on. The 
details of ST are given in the following algorithm. We will say that a state q is 
marked if both transitions (q, 0,6, (q, 0)) and (q, 1, S, (q, 1)) are marked. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3.0) 
(3.1) 
Construct a DFA A, accepting the empty set 0. Ask an EQUIVLF 
query for 0. If the answer is yes, halt (L = 0). Otherwise, let 
x=x, . . . x, _ 1 be the counterexample provided by the teacher. 
Construct a DFA A i as follows. Set Q, = {ql, 1, q2,1, . . . . q,, , , d}. Set 
~l(q,,m=~,(q,,l~ l)=S,(d,O)=6,(d, l)=d. For each i= 1,2, . . . . 
t-l, set 61(qi,l, l)=qi+,,, and 6,(qi,,,0)=qi+l,l if xi=O, or d if 
xi = 1. Mark the transitions (qr,l, 0, d), (qt,l, 1, d), (d, 0, d), and (d, 1, d). 
Ask an EQUIVLF query for L(A,). If the answer is yes, halt 
(L = L(A i)). Otherwise, let x = x1 . . .x,-, be the counterexample 
provided by the teacher. 
For each q E Q, and a E 2 such that w(q) a <x1 . . . x,~~(~), + , , mark the 
transition (q, a, 6, (q, a)) if it has not been marked yet. 
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(3.2) Let p1xlp2 ...xIU1pl be the path of A1 on x, where pl=ql,l and 
pr = qr,, or d. For convenience, let P,+ 1 = d and x, = 0. Let i, 1 < i < t, 
be the index such that all the transitions (p,, xl,p2), . . . . (p,, x~,P~+~) 
are unmarked but the next transition (pi+ I, xi+, , p,+ *) is marked. (It 
is easy to see that the transitions (p,, xl,p2), . . . . (p,- i, x,- 1, p,) cannot 
all be marked.) Let {qi+,,l, . . . . qi+,,?} be the set of the states (of A,) 
that are at stage i+ 1. For convenience, let qi+ 1,0= d. For each 
qi+l,j#pi+l, set 61(pi,xi)=qi+l,j (i.e., modify 6,) and ask an 
EQUZVLF query for L(A,), j= 0, 1, . . . . r. If the answer is yes for some 
4i+ l,j> halt (L is found). Otherwise if there exists a qi+ I,i such that the 
counterexample y = y, . . .y,- 1 provided by the teacher satisfies 
Yl . ..y.>x, “‘xi, mark the transition (p,, xi, qi+,,i) (note that now 
J1(pi, x,) = qi+l,j)) and goto (3.0). If there exists no such qi+ I,i, then 
add a new state qi+l,r+, into Q, and set 6,(p,, xi) =qi+,,r+l and 
s,(qi+l,r+1,0)=61(qi+,,,+1, l)=qi+2,1 (note that in this case 
i< t - 1). Goto (3.0). 
ST makes sure that L(A,, q)= L(A, 6(q,,,, w(q))) for each state q in Q,, start- 
ing from states with higher stage indices. It can be shown that the canonical witness 
of any state of Al is not changed during the run. 
Steps (1 ), (3.0), and (3.1) are straightforward. We explain steps (2) and (3.2). 
Step(2)constructsA,suchthatL(A,)={y)x~y~l’-’},wherex=x, ...x,-~~s 
the counterexample obtained in (1) (i.e., the lexicographically first string in L). In 
(3.2), since the transition (pi+ 1, xi+ 1, P~+~) is marked but the transition 
(pi, x;,P~+~) is not marked, the correct next state of pi on xi cannot be P~+~. ST 
tests if any other existing state at stage i + 1 is the correct next state of pi on xi. It 
sets 61 (Pi, xi) = qi+ I,j and asks an EQUZVLF query for the new L(A,), for each 
l<jfr and qi+l,j#pi+l. If for some qi+l,j, a counterexample y=y, “.y,-, 
with y, ‘..Yi>X, . . . xi is provided by the teacher, then L(A,, qi+ 1, j) = 
Lb4 @q1,,9 CW(Pi) Xi)); i.e., qi+ I,j is the correct next state of pi on xi. Thus, ST 
marks transition (pi, xi, qi+ l,j) and goes back to (3.0). If there exists no such qi+ l,j, 
ST adds a new state qi+ 1 ,? + 1 to stage i+l, sets 61(pi,~i)=qi+l,r+,, and goes 
back to (3.0). 
Correctness and time complexity. Clearly, when ST halts, L(A,) must be equal to 
L. We show that ST runs in time polynomial in n. It is easy to see that each 
iteration of (3.0)-(3.2) must either mark at least a transition in 6, that has not been 
marked before or add a new state into Q,. Each iteration of (3.0)-(3.2) takes time 
polynomial in IQ1 ) (actually, the time is linear in 1 Qi I). Thus, it suffices to show 
that ) Qi) never exceeds rz. 
Let Q= {d}uR,u ... u R, and Ql = {d} u R: u . . . u R:, were Rj(R,‘) is the 
set of the states of A (A 1) at stage j, j = 1, . . . . t. Let rj= lRil and rj = IR:j,j= 1, . . . . t. 
We show that the following statements (i.e., invariants) hold when ST enters (3.0). 
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(a) For each q#d in Q1, L(4 d(q,,,, cw(q))) # Qr (thus, q is a live state), 
and, if q is not the new state created during the last iteration, then the 
canonical witness of q (i.e., cw(q)) is not changed through the last itera- 
tion. 
(b) For each transition (q,, a, qz), if (ql, a, q2) is unmarked and q2 E Rj, 
1 <j< t, then cw(q,) a B cw(q,) for all q3 E R,!. 
(c) For each transition (q,, a, q2), if (ql, a, q2) is marked, then so are 
(q2, OTdl (q2, 0)) and (q2, l,d, (q2, 1)). 
(d) For each q E Ql, if q is marked, then L(A,, q) = L(A, 6(q,,,, cw(q))). 
(e) For each j = 1, . . . . t, if q1 and q2 are two marked distinct states in Rj , then 
LVIY 41)2WlY q2). 
(f) For each j= 1, . . . . t, Rj contains at most one unmarked state. 
(g) For each j= 1, . . . . t, rj < rj. 
It is clear that statements (ak(g) hold when (3.0) is entered for the first time. 
Suppose that statements (a)-(g) hold at the beginning of the u-th iteration of 
(3.Ok(3.2). We show that these statements also hold at the end of iteration U. 
Without loss of generality, assume that L(A,) # L at the beginning of U. Let 
Xl “‘X,-l be the counterexample obtained in (3.0) (in iteration u), 
PlXlP2 . . . x,- Ip, be the path, and i be the index chosen at the beginning of (3.2). 
First, we observe that, at the beginning of iteration U, cw(pi) = x1 .. . xi- l 
(otherwise the transition (pi, x~,P~+~) would be marked in (3.1); this contradicts 
the definition of i). Next we prove that cw(p,+ 1) < cw(p,) xi=xI “‘xi at the begin- 
ning of iteration U. It is easy to see that i+ 1 < t. Suppose that the transition 
(Pi+l, xi+lv P~+~) becomes marked in iteration ur. (Clearly, u1 cu.) Let y, ...yi be 
the canonical witness of pi+, in iteration U, . From the construction of ST, it is easy 
to see that string y, ...Y~x~+,z~+~ ~~~z,-~~L@L(A,) at the end of iteration u,, 
for any z~+~, . . . . z,-i E .Z. Since statement (c) holds at the end of ur, all the 
transitions (81(pi+2, zi+2 .‘.zj-,),zj, d1(pi+2, zi+2 *..zj)), where i+2<j< t, 
zi+29 ...7 zj~ C, are marked at the end of iteration u,. These transitions are not 
modified in iterations ui + 1 through u - 1. Since x1 ... x,- 1 E LO L(A,) at the 
beginning of iteration U, x1 . ..xi#y. . ..yi. From statement (a), CW(P~+~) is not 
changed in iterations U, + 1 through U- 1. Thus, cw(pi+ ,) =y, . . .yi<x, . . ‘xi at 
the beginning of iteration U. 
If a new state qi+I,,+l is created in (3.2) in iteration U, then 
cw(~i+l,~+l)=cw(Pi)xi=xl ... xi at the end of U. Since L(A, 6(q,,, , x1 . . . xi)) # 0, 
L(A, 6(ql,17 cw(qi+ I,r+l ))) # 0 at the end on the iteration. Let qe Q, be a state 
that is created in some previous iteration. The only cases that cw(q) could possibly 
be modified in (3.2) in u are q E R,!, 1 or, if a new state is created, q = qi+ 2,1. We 
know that CW(pi+l)< cw(p,) xi. From statement (b), we also know that, if 
4#Pi+l9 then cw(q)<cw(p,) xi at the beginning of U, since the transition 
(pi, x~,P~+~) is unmarked at the beginning. Thus, if qE Ri+ 1, then cw(q) does not 
depend on the value of 6, (pi, xi); i.e., cw(q) is not changed in iteration U. Since 
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cw(qi+*,l)=o i+l<CW(pi+l)O<Xl ... xi0 at the beginning of u, it is easy to see 
that cw(qi+2,1) is not changed in the iteration. Hence, statement (a) holds at the 
end of iteration U. 
Let (ql, a, q2) be a transition in A, at the end of iteration 1.4. Since statement (a) 
holds at the end of U, if q1 + Ri, then clearly statement (b) holds for (ql, a, q2) at 
the end of U. Suppose that q, E Rf and (ql, a, q2) is still unmarked after (3.2) in 
iteration U. Then, cw(q,) a > x1 ... xi. If a new state q is added into Ri+ 1 in (3.2), 
then cw(q) =x, . ..x.. Since the canonical witnesses of the old states in Rt+ 1 are not 
changed in iteration U, the statement (b) holds for (q,, a, q2) at the end of U. 
If the marking of a transition (ql, a, q2) is done in (3.1) in iteration U, then both 
(q2, Oydl (q2, 0)) and (q2, LJ, (q2, 1)) must be marked when ST leaves (3.1) in the 
iteration. Note that (p,, x,, p,+ r) is the only transition that could possibly become 
marked in (3.2) in iteration U. Since CW(~,+~)<X, . ..xi. both (pi+,,O, bl(p,+,, 0)) 
and (P~+I, l,S,(Pi+l, 1)) must be marked when ST leaves (3.1) in the iteration. 
Thus, statement (c) holds at the end of U. 
Let q be a state that becomes marked (in (3.1) or (3.2)) in iteration U. Suppose 
q E Rj . From the construction of ST, cw(q) zj+ 1 . . . z, ~, $ L @ L(A , ) at the end of 
2.4, for any zj+ , , . . . . z, _ r E .Z. Thus, L(A,, q) = L(A, 6(q,,,, cw(q))). Hence, statement 
(d) holds at the end of iteration ZJ. 
For statement (e), we only have to show that for any ql, q2 E Rj , 1 <j < t, if q1 
is marked at the beginning of iteration u and q2 becomes marked in iteration U, 
then L(A,, ql) # L(A,, q2). (Note that, there could be at most one unmarked state 
in R,! at the beginning of iteration u.) Let ql, q2 E R: be such a pair of states. Let 
q3 be the state and a be the symbol such that cw(q,)=cw(q,) a. Since 
(q2, 1, dl(q,, 1)) is unmarked at the beginning of U, from (c), transition (q3, a, q2) 
is also unmarked at the beginning of U. Clearly, cw(q,) a = cw(q,) # cw(q,). Suppose 
that the states q, and q2 are created in iterations U, and u2, respectively (clearly, 
ur, u2 < u.) We observe that u1 < u2. (Otherwise, Rj contains two unmarked states 
ql, q2 at the beginning of iteration u2 + 1. This contradicts statement (f).) 
The reason for creating q2 is that, at the beginning of (3.2) in iteration u2, 
WI, 4)2U4 ~(q,,,, cw(q3) a)) for any qE R,f . In the next paragraph, we 
will show that q1 is marked at the beginning of (3.2) in iteration u2. From 
statement (d), L(A,, ql) =LM @q,,,, cw(q,))) at the beginning of u2. Thus, at the 
end of iteration u, LV,, ql)= UA, &q,,,, cw(q,)))f Lb% &ql,,, cw(qJ aI)= 
L(A 4q1,,3 cw(q*))) = L(A,, q2). That is, statement (e) holds at the end of U. 
For statement (f), it suffices to show that, at the beginning of (3.2) in iteration 
u, Rf,, does not contain any unmarked states. From the above discussion, we 
know that pi+l is marked when ST leaves (3.1). From statement (b), 
cw(q) <XI . . ‘xi at the beginning of (3.2) in U, for each q #pi+ r in R;+ r. Thus, all 
states in Rj, 1 are marked at the beginning of (3.2) in u. Hence, statement (f) holds 
at the end of iteration U. 
Suppose that a new state q is added into Rt+ , in (3.2) in iteration U. Let 
Rf, I= {sl, . ..> 4,). As mentioned earlier, the reason for creating state q is that 
L(A &q,, 13 Xl . ..xi))# L(AI, qj), for any j= 1, . . . . r. Thus, b(q,,,,x, . ..xi) is not 
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equivalent to any of 6(q,,,, cw(q,)), . . . . 6(q1,1, cw(q,)) (in A). From statement (e), 
we know that the states 6(q,,,, cw(ql)), . . . . 6(q,,,, cw(q,)) are pairwise inequivalent. 
Thus, at the end of iteration U, rt+,=IR,‘+,I=r+l,<IRitll=ri+,. Hence, 
statement (g) holds at the end of iteration u. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 1 
THEOREM 5. The family of regular languages is learnable in time polynomial in n 
using EQ UIVLF queries. 
Proof The theorem follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 and from the fact that 
Corollary 2 also holds for EQUZVLF queries. [ 
It was independently discovered by Porat and Feldman that for any regular 
language L, given a complete lexicographical sample ( + E, + succ(succ(s)), . ..) for 
L, the canonical acceptor M, of L can be identified in the limit using space polyno- 
mial in the size of 44, [lo]. It is easy to see that this result is also implied by 
Theorem 5. 
The imposition that the teacher should always give the lexicographically first 
counterexample is feasible in practice. We can show that for a wide range of families 
of languages, the lexicographically first string in the symmetric difference of two 
members of a family can be found in polynomial time. Here we assume that a 
family of languages is represented as some family of machines (e.g., DFAs, NFAs, 
deterministic one-counter machines). The language accepted by a machine M is 
denoted by L(M). The size of a machine M is the length of any standard encoding 
of 44. 
THEOREM 6. Let F be a family of machines such that the family of languages 
represented by F is closed under intersection with regular languages. Suppose that 
there exists an algorithm FINDA which, for any given M, and M, in F, can answer 
none tf L(M,) = L(M,), or find a string in L(M,) 0 L(M,) otherwise, in time poly- 
nomial in the sizes of the M, and M2. Then there exists an algorithm FINDLF which, 
when given machines M, and M, in F, can answer none if L(M,) = L(M,), or find 
the lexicographically first string in L(M,) 0 L(M,) otherwise, in time polynomial in 
the sizes of M, and M,. 
Proof Suppose that F is a family of machines representing a family of languages 
closed under intersection with regular languages. Suppose that such an algorithm 
FINDA exists for F. Let .Z+* = (w,, w2, .,.}, where wi< wit ,, i= 1,2, . . . . We 
construct the algorithm FINDLF for F. 
Let M, and M2 be two machines in F. FINDLF first simulates FINDA to test 
if L(M,)=L(M,). If L(M,)= L(M,), it halts and outputs none. Suppose that 
L(M,) # L(M,) and string w, in L(M,)@ L(M,) is found. Let i= 1 and j= r. 
FINDLF iterates the following procedure until the lexicographically first string in 
L(M,) @ L(M,) is obtained. 
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If i =j, FINDLF halts and outputs wj. Otherwise, let mid = L(i +j)/Z J. FINDLF 
constructs two machines Nr and N, such that L(N,) = L(M,) n { wi, . . . . wmid} and 
L(N,)=L(M,)n {wi, . . . . W,id}. It is easy to see that N, and Nz can be constructed 
in time polynomial in I Wjl and the sizes of M, and Ma. Then FINDLF simulates 
FINDA on N1 and NZ. If L(N,)#L(N,) and a string w, in L(N,)@L(N,) is 
found, then FINDLF sets j = s and repeats the procedure for i and (the new) j. 
Otherwise, FINDLF sets i= mid + 1 and repeats the procedure for (the new) i 
and j. 
In the above procedure, the interval [i, j] is shortened by at least a factor of l/2 
after each iteration. Thus, it takes at most log Y = O(lrl) iterations to find the 
lexicographically first string in L(M,)@ L(M,). (Note that the alphabet C is fixed.) 
Each iteration takes time polynomial in 1~1 and the sizes of M1 and MZ. Since 
FINDA runs in time polynomial in the sizes of M, and M,, Irl is polynomial in 
the sizes of Mi and MZ. Hence, FINDLF runs in time polynomial in the sizes of 
M, and MZ. 1 
In [6], it was shown that the equivalence problem for deterministic one-counter 
machines is decidable in polynomial time. Moreover, it was shown (although not 
stated) that, for any two deterministic one-counter machines M, and M2, if 
L(M,) # L(M,), then a string in L(M,) @ L(M,) can be found in time polynomial 
in the sizes of M, and M,. From Theorem 6, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. There exists an algorithm which, for any given two deterministic 
one-counter machines M, and MZ, can answer yes if L(M,) = (M2), or find the 
lexicographically first string in L(M,) @ L(M,) otherwise, in time polynomial in the 
sizes of M, and M2. 
5. PATTERN LANGUAGES 
Let 2 be a finite set of constant symbols and V= (or, v2, . . . } be an infinite set of 
variables. A pattern is a nonnull string over Cu I’. A substitution s is a function 
from V to C+. We extend a substitution s to a homomorphism (with respect to 
concatenation) from (C u V)’ to C+ as follows: s(a) = a, for all a EC, and 
s(xy) = s(x) s(y), for all x, y E (2 u V) +. The language generated from a pattern p, 
denoted by L(p), is the set {s(p) I s is a substitution). It is known that the family 
of pattern languages is incomparable with the family of regular languages and with 
the family of context-free languages [ 11. 
Let n denote the length of a pattern. In [3], it was shown that the family of 
pattern languages cannot be learned in time polynomial in n using membership and 
EQUZI/A queries. We show that the family of pattern languages is learnable in time 
polynomial in n using EQUZKS queries. Thus, EQUZVS queries are more powerful 
than EQUZVA queries for the family of pattern languages. For simplicity, let 
c= (0, 11. 
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THEOREM I. The family of pattern languages is learnable in time polynomial in n 
using EQ UIVS queries. 
Proof: We describe an algorithm STP that can learn any unknown pattern 
language in time polynomial in n using EQUZVS queries. Let p be a pattern, 
n = IpI, and L(p) be the language to be learned. 
STP uses a marking function M: { 1, . . . . n} x { 1, . . . . n} + (0, 1 }. Intuitively, 
M(i,j) = 1 means that the ith symbol is not the same as the jth symbol in pattern 
p. Note that M will be changing in the process. We can define an equivalence rela- 
tion over (1, . . . . n} from M as follows: for any 1 6 i,j< n, i is equivalent to j if and 
only if M(i,j) = 0. STP also uses two sets C, and C,. In the computation, Co (or 
C,) is the set of positions in p where the constant symbol 0 (or 1) could appear. 
Note that initially n is unknown. 
Algorithm STP: 
(1) Ask an EQUZVS query for the language (0’) for each i= 1,2, .., until 
the answer (from the teacher) is yes or the counterexample provided by 
the teacher # Oi, for some i = m. (Clearly, m = n or n + 1.) If the answer to 
the query for {Om} is yes halt (i.e., p = Om). Otherwise, the counter- 
example provided for {Om> must be of length n. Let x, . . .x, be the 
counterexample. For each 1 6 i, j 6 n, set M(i, j) = 0 if xi = xj, 1 if xi # xj. 
Set C,={il l<i<n,xi=O} and C,={iI l<i<n,xi=l}. 
(2) Let E,, E,, . . . . E, be the equivalence classes defined by function M. 
(These classes form a partition of (1, . . . . n}. Note that if Ci # 0 then Ci 
is an equivalence class, i = 0, 1.) Construct a pattern p1 = a, .. . a,, where 
a,=0 if iECO, 1 if iECl, v, if i$COuC, and iEEl. Ask an EQUZVS 
query for L(p,). If the answer is yes, halt (i.e., p=pl). Otherwise, let 
Yl ... y, be the counterexample provided by the teacher. For each 
1 d i,j<n, set M(i,j)= 1 if M(i,j)= 1 or Y, #y,, 0 otherwise. Set 
C,=C,n(iI l,<i<n,y,=O} and C,=C,n{iI l<i<n,y,=l}. Goto 
(2). 
The idea behind STP is very similar to the DFA state minimization procedure 
described in [7]. We leave the proof of the correctness of STP to the reader. 
Step (1) takes 0(n2) time. Step (2) is repeated at most n times. Each iteration of 
(2) takes 0(n2) time. Thus, STP runs in time polynomial in n. 1 
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